Setting the Standard for Solutions and Sustainability

The nonprofit profession looks to us daily for solutions that guide and strengthen their mission operations. Our portfolio of resources is strategically developed to anticipate and respond to the changing needs of communities addressed by Florida’s nonprofit businesses. The Nonprofits First model is setting a new standard not only for internal operations, but for building strength across the nonprofit sector and increasing market economy.

Nonprofits First leads by example. From board governance to donor and fiduciary stewardship of our finances, we are pleased to present an organizational portrait of stability securing a sustainable future for the work to come.

See More Honors From 2021 at nonprofitsfirst.org/2021annualreport

“Nonprofits First makes my job as the founder and CEO much easier. The monthly Board Smart Q & A meetings are making a huge impact. Join Nonprofits First; it is money well-spent.”

Vicki Tate, President
Alliance of Women Executives (AWE)

“The Nonprofits First community is nothing short of inspirational. In the past, we helped one grassroots organization raise nearly $40,000 during one day of giving. Talk about working together to make an impact!”

Erica Linguanti, Director of Marketing
Achieve Causes
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Total Assets: $551,900 / Total Liabilities: $222,398 / Net Assets: $329,502
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ACCREDITED ORGANIZATIONS
BOARD MEMBERS
COMMUNITY PARTNERS AND SPONSORS
PROGRAM AND VOLUNTEER HIGHLIGHTS
HATS OFF NONPROFIT AWARDS WINNERS

nonprofitsfirst.org
Setting the Standard through Accreditation + Accomplishment

Nonprofits First Accredited Agencies are the pride of our mission to drive excellence in nonprofit management and sustainability. The foundation for organizational strength, accreditation assures donors and partners that nonprofit practices are trusted and sound.

2021 NEWLY ACCREDITED ORGANIZATIONS 10
2021 TOTAL ACCREDITED ORGANIZATIONS 79
2021 TOTAL ACCREDITATION PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 83

WHERE DOES NONPROFITS FIRST ACCREDITATION LEAD?

Greater Capacity, Sustainability and Funding
A collective $100 million was awarded in 2021 to Nonprofits First accredited organizations from funders requiring an accreditation standard.

Leveraged Resources
25 accredited organizations were recognized by their funders for collaborations that resulted in greater mission outcomes.

Growth, Prosperity and Higher Impact
100% of accredited organizations surveyed cite higher quality and performance in all aspects of operations and mission impact.

STANDOUT ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF 2021

Membership
Nonprofit Members returned to pre-pandemic levels, grew to our greatest number yet: 238
Rising Leaders and Advancing Leaders were invited to participate.
Affiliate Members provided professional development, support and guidance grew to 75.

Celebrating 405 Total Leadership Graduates through 2021!
Rising Leaders 2021 program graduates: 21
Advancing Leaders 2021 program graduates: 11
Recent program participants logged an incredible 2,560 volunteer hours on four Service-Learning Projects benefitting local causes.

Education
Professional Workshops delivered grew to 456 including Rising Leaders and Advancing Leaders cohorts while virtual presentations offered greater access to one-day seminars and multi-day series.
Workshop Participants soared to over 1,100.

100% of Rising and Advancing Leaders graduates attribute growth and improved outcomes within their organizations to Nonprofits First training and development.